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Web page
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Results: KTN Connected

2022

- Survey of needs
- 10 KTN Connected
- 3 WG Workshops

2023

- Gender
- Big Data: Use of mobile data
- Use of cloud services
- Statistics on displaced persons and refugees
- Data Festival
- Agricultural Statistics
- Presentation of WG Results

- Launch of KTN communities.
- IT Infrastructure and Architecture
- Covid-19
- Gender
- Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics
- Big Data: Use of mobile data
- Use of cloud services
- Statistics on displaced persons and refugees
- Data Festival
- Agricultural Statistics
- Presentation of WG Results
Results: KTN Connected

- COUNTRIES: 10
- INSTITUTIONS: 27
- PANELISTS: 37
- PARTICIPANTS: 2,800
Partnerships

KTN Connected
KTN Community

• The KTN Community represents a new form of cooperation in the region.

• A KTN “community” is a virtual tool of dialogue and participation for internal or external working groups that seek a digital forum for discussion of various topics.
PILOT

Censos de Población y Vivienda: aspectos generales

CURRENT

Statistical Coordination Group for the 2030 Agenda in Latin America and the Caribbean
Results: KTN Community

- **Launch**
  - May 2022

- **Trial period**
  - December 2022

- **Launch of Community II**
  - March 2023

- **Dissemination Creation of new community**

- **Launch of Community IV**
  - September 2023

- **Coordination with interested parties**
What do we expect from the communities?

- Exchange of experiences and best practices
- Videoconferences and thematic workshops
- Closed discussions and privacy
- Online comments
- Repository of material, videos, and events
Partnerships

KTN Communities

ONU MUJERES

PARiS21

IDB

INGEI

Alianza Global de Cuidados

INMujeres

Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas - Chile

OFA - Oficina Nacional de Estadística
Objectives 2024–2025

- Continue activities for the exchange of experiences through KTN Connected
- Create new alliances (IADB)
- Strengthen and promote current communities
- Create and launch new KTN Communities (2 new proposal)
- Improve the current platform*
- Use of social networks
Work Plan 2024

Survey of needs 2024–2025

Results of the Survey

Receipt of applications for new KTN communities

Coordination of interested parties

Trial period for new communities

World Data Forum

January           February             March             April               May              June              July

August        September      October           November          December

2024 Cycle “KTN Connected”

Implementation of the 2024 Work Plans of the KTN Communities
SUREVEY OF NEEDS

For those who have not responded to the survey, we invite you to fill out the form and send your answers by 1 March.

https://forms.office.com/r/X0TQ1WdiZV
Thank you!

https://rtc-cea.cepal.org/en
rtc@ine.gob.cl